
Review -HDX view: dist me on (Y)
- Patel -Regts trick: - Noise operators: Puee EIR(*) x(**)

creffs of matching poly 3 o

· if TIS * sends 5 to unit.
#polynomial maps DuelSiT)= Simities randomTE (Se)

moments 21% of roots of matching poly

addit.e: fG4GIs f(G1xf(G2) Uesn' Daze is the timereversal (wirtM)

PaeeVeza is the next down-up wake

Additive funcs written as [cind(His.
Algorithmically relevant only for 1-4-wl

can be computed in polycc). 10(k) 4ime Analytically relevant for alle!

where max[HiR- assuming
we know

- Informal Det of HDX: Due contracts
CC?

how to "brute-force" f

-Grollary:
⑧

- Generating paly: guti-12n1 = EMIS12conomial
#matchings has fPTAs for A =Ol - Det dists: 9m= det(2,A,+---2nAn)
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&Arank (PSD.Open: RemoveallSerum.Sinclairs imper Example: spanning trees with

- Matching real-rooted -> 1g:concave creffs
Ai-Laplacian of edgedrop one
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Thm: When me is determinantal High-Dimensional Expanders

9m12p-in) Fo if RioVi
-Setup: M: <n]) -> 1R

>,"half-plane stability" any half-plane equiv. *

subsets of size it out of 71-in7
Plan for today: - For Kzz, these are weighted graphs
- Formal def of HDX

- Hypergraph View:
- Local-to-global: from Prep to D

KS

- Show det.dists are HDX /9m=>HDX) 2.YI
Example:/spanning trees): M: Ledges) ->R>
- Many discrete distributions can be

viewed this way. (even
on prod spaces (



Example (Graph Coloring).
Down-Up Random Walus

- Mi colorings] ->R> o ↑
To simple from Mari- 1803

-View colorings as ⑤B of

subsets of size in from * M3s
[h3 x29]s[(1,1),-(19):->(nigh 1 xI

- Assign zero weight to invalid subsets. sets of

HDX: D contracts 22 and same for >T
2 3 size

conditionings of M
This contraction is equire to ↑ -Start from So (Cr),

·12 (DueVieb = 42(v
ignore for now

- Drop War elem i to get sol

MXU
- Add elem; up.a Mscixj)

Example. (k=2, graphs)
- Repeat

ViezDee) is Peelezillae Generalization: Drop ke and add el

slazy random walk!
stay wap f DaxeUe- u



kz 1 Walk ADX framework for MC analysis:

Even though le-1s0() is the
&Somehow show

today based on

algorithmically interesting case, half-plane stability

we study the< wake DyIUPuellMDusD2D(rIm)
for analysis, sandard is2

↑ C1 for today
Thm (Local-to-Global) [Wantman-Oppenhaims &Conclude same for cords of M

Aler-Law,... ↑usually automatic
If Pu- contracts fodin for m and RBy local-to-global get by self-reducibility

lines (conditionings of M so does Daze

Ps (00uxel MOkee) 3)-CreDyIrHM)
↑

assuming intoS1Se--- similar for C2

Remark:Need <-eXC.
In that case contraction 11-C

*!.. =>relaxation time 0(kC)
Remark: Step 1 is difficult! good when (181).



Conditionings/ lines: Given T of size 14

*it MIT is dist of Som cold on TCS.
I

1 xI We call dist of 57 line of m at 7

and denote it by My: (C3.T)ell>o
Pre-ze.1 - 2
S ↳

I I

Oneugz * ↳1 I / 1 xI M.. A
-

ri" is - I ↑. . .I =>
Out ( A
S

A ---
↓ I 1

-

-

Pu-a

↑

- I line

& conditioning
similarfor strees,



Thm) Local to -Global)
Example.)Uniform)

Suppose D has 1-Pcontraction
-M unit on (<r3) =>M uniton (c)

1x-1T17- 1 similar

of sodiv wort. Mr. Then
- We have (ViuPuxITutPLicslics]

-

wl... til
P(UPaxellMPaxe) x (1-0) D1011m) & I "

I ↑

8.z min[OpPei "Osen-cent? E

! 2. I
=

- y-
- I

Corollary:
↳allones <identifysuppose p=1-41. Then

↓(ITS +11 - 1)1)
8 = 11-4) 11 -E...- eveni

=x2 > Tal -19C\
-C.Auth-let) - Pree contracts (I divergence by ex

corollary: for CE) this is (molly
m



Proof of Local-to-Global:

- Fix f-div. Yon - wearea

Paulal=1Ef(use-flvos1
DeCVIM)=IECf(v)]-fIE[])

- What about DrDaze"MPute)?
abuse of
a notation

- For a set t of size to define
IE [S(re)) - flvte117

VIT) = UPu++ (i), MIT)=MP2e+T)
- Then

-

Let It = ffet)
D(v1m)=IEsfLE)7-f(x) Dy (v11m)=1EC2-z07

- key: Think of sampling sim and unit

D (UPeellMPuxe)=lE[ze-z]
randomly permuting its

elements want to show small
to get X- Xr

fVest) the snow (C2zofLIfellEtZE
- Then 9X, + 13: MPuet
S

let's call St IECL1213+)<1IesIE(Zz-2x13s]



Proof of Claim: conditioned on St
I

- Dist of XA1-M2 is the same

This

meansareest
permutation process applied to maline is a submartingale:
- Utt) forTS is the samea IECYIS1] IlElYs1S17

listat So (ECYe] IIE (Y7 = D(V1IM)
& and

We know that
IECYe] < Izmire,heel-ee 6

#E[[N-2s1S1] DI-PPIECEIS
N

=1ERaze] >, 8.1E[2,ToT

ESIn-NISTI BsplECImIsISt => lECIer[] [(1.81FCImToT

DCUDYMPnee) Dir1m)
I



So far: How to provecontracts?
m and links have D-contracting D.e This is the difficult part.

H We will see many techniques
for it.

↑

boday:
M has Decontracting Puze

- In the 2 case we want to half-plane

bound xz)01exPuel):
stability

Useful specialization: ↓j

D.
- I

contracts by te
=>Pute contracts by 1-reel is liesorient

- Spectral Independence: This for 2 and GO()

- Entropic Independence: This for Pecand (28(4 n
the matrix we need to analyze

= Poly- time sampling via Pu-nou



- Let 4;j:=(slii Diagonal ·

oy Case: Suppose p is univariate

poly with roots EIRzo. Then

Claim: bz(4)-C it and only if
lgp is concave over (Kyr

199m (2k,-24) is concave at 201 1gp =(+19(2+x,)+--- x19/2+>n)
# & A

(82199m12,-.24) /2., RO
each one concave

Proof: Homework calculations j is Note: This is not lg-concarby of

We will prove an is half-plane-stable
creffs of P1 but it is

related!
=>199 is concave over (Ry.

(GardingT
↳g-concave polynomial:199 concave over another name: Lorentzian


